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Hello
I am writing to object to the Aquind proposal.
It is scandalous that you would even think of bringing this through our precious island and disturbing the green
space of a heavily densely populated city in Europe! This affects flora, fauna, wildlife & people.
I believe it is your duty duty to take into consideration the public's human rights with regards to the Human
Rights Act 1998. As follows:
Protocol 1 Article 1; Right to peaceful enjoyment of my property. Article 6 ; Right to a fair trial ( or public
hearing ) Article 8 ; Respect for my private life, home and correspondence. Article 14 ; Protection from
discrimination in respect of those rights and freedoms.
I strongly object to this proposal.
Regards
Ali Gregory
Sent from my iPhone
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Dear Aquind
I am writing to strongly object to your proposed route coming in through the tiny, heavily densely city of
Portsmouth. How can you sleep at night knowing that you will disturb/take the very precious green space we
have left. Think of us residents and the physical and mental harm it will do as you take away space were we
exercise and can be with nature. Consider the following point carefully and their impact:
•       noise pollution
•       air pollution
•       personal health and well being
•       road blockages
•       environmental damage
•       habitat damage
•       loss of open green spaces
•       taking over people's property
•       stopping access to certain parts of the city
•       hurting local businesses
•       unsustainable energy source
You will bring out island to a standstill! This will add to our already high levels of pollution and prevent people
getting the care they need in a timely manner, for example residents who suffer a stroke or myocardial
infarction!
This decision should sit with the local authority and NOT central government were we read wide press about
donations from Aquind to the Tory party!
I also don’t understand why this is a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project?
We need our energy from wind farms not Aquind!
PLEASE   think about how this is impacting the people of Portsmouth. I encourage you to spend a moment
pretending you live in Eastney or Milton, and think how you would feel if this was being done to you or your
friends/family?
Regards
Ali Gregory

